Sequential Simulation is a well known method in geostatistical modelling. Following the Bayesian approach for simulation of conditionally dependent random events, Sequential Indicator Simulation (SIS) method draws simulated values for K categories (categorical case) or classes defined by K different thresholds (continuous case). Similarly, Sequential Gaussian Simulation (SGS) method draws simulated values from a multivariate Gaussian field. In this work, a path-level approach to parallelize SIS and SGS methods is presented. A first stage of rearrangement of the simulation path is performed, followed by a second stage of parallel simulation for non-conflicting nodes. A key advantage of the proposed parallelization method is to generate identical realizations as with the original non-parallelized methods. Case studies are presented using two sequential simulation codes from GSLIB: SISIM and SGSIM. Execution time and speedup results are shown for large-scale domains, with many categories and maximum kriging neighbours in each case, achieving high speedup results in the best scenarios using 16 threads of execution in a single machine.
the simulation algorithm. In this work we consider only the spiral search, since 96 the alternative method implemented in the GSLIB simulation routines is com-97 putationally expensive (two-step search running first a super-block search for 98 nearby data and then execute the spiral search on previously simulated nodes). 99 In line 6 of Algorithm 1 the pseudo-routine spiral search neighbours is ex- with level tag 3 (neighbour in location 5 with level 2), and so on.
150
The second stage of Algorithm 2 involves the simulation in parallel of all 151 nodes in the same level, since no data dependencies arise between those nodes. in order to get out of the waiting loop and continue with the simulation steps. Output: IndexSort, LevelCount, LevelStart: arrays with the reordering of node visits using the level tag as grouping identifier. 
where P is the number of running processes or threads. The efficiency of a 195 parallelization using P running processes or threads is defined as
If the efficiency is small, the obtained speedup is not optimal, since the usage of 197 the P processes or threads is not achieving the peak performance (ef f iciency(P ) ≈ 198 1). the data type of order to integer, a maximum of 2 32 − 1 = 2, 147, 483, 647 227 nodes can be achieved.
228
The case study for the parallel SISIM code uses a synthetic 3D dataset of 229 3000 random samples with 10 categories generated by truncation of a convoluted 230 Gaussian kernel with a white noise random field according to the procedure with approximate values of 7.0×, 10.7×, 13.8× and 15.5× respectively. To sum up, SGSIM shows a significant efficiency in the largest scenarios 
Conclusions and future work 318
We have shown a path-level parallelization of the sequential simulation, using 319 as base code SISIM from GSLIB. Our parallelization delivers the exact same smaller tests, reaching efficiencies below 50% using 16 threads for 16 and 32 330 neighbours, and 50% and 74% using 16 threads for 64 and 128 neighbours.
331
On the other hand, in the second case study using the SISIM code with ten 332 categories to simulate, the speedup obtained was considerably better than the 333 previous case, closer to the optimal and reaching an efficiency larger than 90% 334 using 16 threads in almost all tests. Applying a modification in the data types 335 of the base code (particularly the array that stores the random path), larger 336 domains can be simulated without further efforts (increased from 2 24 to 2 32 − 1 337 maximum grid nodes).
338
In both cases, the serial part of the execution is the main bottleneck of 339 performance and efficiency of the parallelization. A possible strategy to decrease 340 the serial part is to aggressively optimize the internal routine that searches for 341 24 neighbours using the covariance lookup 
